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On Nov 6, 2016, at 1:29 PM, Magnus Regnant <mr.seaking@gmail.com> wrote:
Eternal Good Neighbors,

WikiLeaks has always been an American Intelligence Op designed to bring down the 
Clinton Criminal Syndicalism that has been empowered by drug money to bring about 
the destruction of America.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ayHf7qbZGA.
&
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZUJc6ax7ls.
&
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idje_GGihPg.

It appears the intelligence community knows their social program running for the 
last 240yrs of representative governance & claimed guaranteed republican form of 
government is now in jeopardy, for want & failure of ever legislatively defining what 
type of republic was or is guaranteed to the several states of the union per U.S. 
Constitution, Article 4, Section 4.

Furthermore, failure on the part of the Constitutors to legislatively define the 
republic for which it stands, has per their corporate charter of the U.S. Constitution, 
Article 1, Section 10 fully empowers the sovereign free people upon which all regal 
sovereign powers of the King of England was and is clothed may assume all powers 
unto themselves to either alter or abolish any agency creations presumed or 
otherwise.

For this reason, was the alliance defined both monarchial, republican and democratic 
governance created for the maintenance of both universal & eternal peace through 
peace. Fore mostly, to restore the foundations of sovereignty to all walks of life 
seeking good will via variation by agreement in support of Nature's Law & Nature's 
(Creator/Creative) Science of Right Reason honorably thereby.

The free people of Earth now face a reality by which they are free to choose to be 
guided by representative governance of mob rule (Congressional Industrial Military 
Complex) or a form of unanimity in their exercise of sovereignty each were naturally 
created to experience the fullness of the life each are created equally in freedom, 
liberty and pursuit of happiness to enjoy eternally.

The choice has always been yours. Choose wisely!

All our best,
Arthur
Notice: U.P.C. Applicable.

07-NOV16-More on the Clinton activities.
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